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We provide sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability of steady-state solu- 
tions of initial-boundary value problems for a third-order evolution equation that 
describe, under certain circumstances, the motion of a thin liquid film along an 
inclined plane. c 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our goal here is to provide sufficient conditions for the asymptotic 
stability of steady solutions of the general scalar initial-boundary value 
problem 
u, +f(x, u) + gk u)u, + 4% U)Gx = ~*~.Y,.r, (x, t) in l7, 
4% 0) = d(x), x in [0, 11, (1.1) 
u(0, t) = A, z&(0, 2) = c, u( 1, t) = B, t in [0, co) 
for 17 := (0, 1) x (0, co), where f, g, h, and 4 are smooth functions of their 
arguments and E is a small positive parameter. Such a problem governs the 
evolution of a thin liquid film, for example, falling under the action of 
gravity along an inclined plane, when the effects of viscosity and surface 
tension, as measured by the size of E, are small; cf. [6, Chap. 12; 4; 11. We 
shall proceed by assuming that a smooth steady solution U = U (x, E) 
exists, introducing a perturbation w = w(x, t, i) := u(x, t, E) - U (x, E) and 
then demonstrating that Iw( -+ 0 as t -+ co, provided Iw(x, 0, &)I is suf- 
ficiently small. In particular, we shall show with the aid of a third-order 
comparison principle that Iw(x, t, E)[ is bounded by an exponentially 
decaying (in time) function. Such an estimate enables us to determine just 
how large an initial perturbation is allowed and how the evolution of the 
perturbation depends upon the parameters in the problem. 
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In the next section we outline the comparison principle that underlies 
our analysis. This principle is based on the familiar Nagumo-Westphal 
lemma for second-order parabolic initial-boundary value problems. Sec- 
tion 3 is concerned with motivating our treatment of the general problem 
(1.1) by means of several simple linear examples, and finally Section 4 con- 
tains the main stability results for (1.1). We note in closing that the inter- 
ested reader may wish to consult the monograph of Whitham [lo] and the 
papers of Bankoff and Davis [3], Pismen [8], and Babchin et al. [2] for 
expanded discussions of third-order and higher-order evolution equations 
related to the one discussed here. 
2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we outline the comparison result that enables us to study 
the asymptotic stability of steady-state solutions of the initial-boundary 
value problem (1.1). Readers familiar with the maximum principle for 
second-order parabolic differential equations and its ramifications, such as 
the Nagumo-Westphal lemma (cf. [9, Chap. 4]), will recognize the 
theorem below as a third-order analog of these basic comparison theorems. 
In order to state it in its simplest form, let us consider the general initial 
boundary value problem in I7 := (0, 1) x (0, co), 
u, + H(-? u, u,> u,,) = u,,-,3 
44 0) = $(-xl, x in [0, 11, (2.1 
~(0, t) = A, u,(O, t) = C, u( 1, t) = B, t in [0, ~00, 
where H and 4 are sufficiently smooth functions of their arguments in the 
regions of interest and A, B, C are taken as constants, for simplicity. 
We begin with two basic definitions patterned after the second-order 
situation (cf. [IS, Chap. 41). 
DEFINITION 2.1. The smooth functions w = o(x, t) and Q = Q(x, t) are 
said to be a bounding pair for the problem (2.1) if 
(i) w(x, t)<.Q(x, t) for (x, t) in i7; 
(ii) o(x,O)~~(x)~sZ(x,O) for x in [O,l]; 
(iii) o(O,t)~AdSZ(O,t),~~,(O,t)dCd~~(O,t) and o(l,t)<B< 
Q(1, t) for t in [0, co); 
(iv) w, + Hk v, or, G) d We,,, Q, + H(x, v, Q.,, ~,,) z Q.., 
for (x, t) in 17 and for any smooth function v = v(x, t) satisfying 0(x, t) < 
v(x, t) < Q(x, t) in rf. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. A smooth nonnegative function M = M(x, t) is said to 
be a barrier function for the problem (2.1) if the functions -M and M are 
a bounding pair. 
We can now state the basic comparison result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that A4 = M(x, t) is a barrier function for (2.1) 
and that the function H(x, u, ‘, u,,) is nondecreasing. Then the solution 
u = u(x, t) of (2.1) satisfies 
lu(x, t)l <M(x, t) for (x, t) in [0, l] x [0, co). 
Proof: The proof is patterned after the proof of the Nagumo-Westphal 
lemma for second-order parabolic problems; cf. [9, Chap. 41. 
As an illustration fthis result, consider the problem 
u, - u2 + u, = u,,,, (x, t) in I7, 
u(0, t)=u,(O, t)=u(l, t)=O. 
(2.2) 
The corresponding steady problem has the trivial solution lJ = 0, and in 
order to test its stability we seek a barrier function in the form 
M(x, t) := II& co exp[ll(x- l)] exp[ -ot]. 
Here lldll m := max( Id( : x in [0, l] } is the usual supremum norm, and 
1, g are positive constants to be determined. It is clear that o := -M and 
Q := M satisfy the requirements (i))(iii) n Definition 2.1, provided 
l4& 011 d lldllm exp[ -L], and so it remains to verify that the differential 
inequalities in (iv) obtain as well. To this end, note that for any smooth 
function v = v(x, t) satisfying I VI d M(x, t) we have 
L[sz] := Q, - v2 + Q, - Q,,, 
2 11411, expCW- 111 expC-otl(-o- II&, +A-A3) 
= 0, 
provided II 4 II oD is sufficiently small so that there exist a positive constant I 
and a positive solution J. of the cubic equation A3 - 2 + (1+ 11411,) = 0, and 
provided we set (T := 1. In a similar fashion, we see that 
--uol ~~.,.x--oI--o, 
=Ilf$ll,exp[;l(x-1)]exp[Iat](-I.3-~+A) 
= II411 ‘,ewC4x - 1 )I expC -gfl 
> 0. 
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We conclude therefore from Theorem 2.1 that for I~& .~ (and hence 
lu(.x, O)l) sufficiently small 
MS, t)l d lIdI r expC4.x - 111 exp[ -at] 
d IM z ev[ -orI for (.u, t) in [0, 1 ] x [0, E ), 
that is, the trivial solution is asymptotically stable, uniformly in x, with 
respect to all sufficiently small initial disturbances. 
Before turning to a discussion of some stability results for the problem 
(1.1) in Section 4, we illustrate in the next section the influence that the 
first- and second-derivative terms have on the stability of steady states. The 
examples are linear problems and so many methods of solution are 
available; we prefer to employ Theorem 2.1 to derive the simple (but 
instructive) conclusions in a direct fashion. 
3. SOME LINEAR MODELS 
Consider first he problem 
u, - u + u, = &2u,,,, t-x, t) in (0, 1) x (0, m 1, 
~(0, t) = A, u,(O, t) = C, u( 1, t) = B. 
(El 1 
The corresponding steady problem has the solution U = U (x, E), which has 
the asymptotic form as E + 0 +, 
U k~1-U~ (x1+ WE IUb KJ-Cl expC -4~1) 
where U0 (x) := Ae-’ is the solution of the reduced problem Ub= lJO, 
lJO (0)= A; cf. [IS]. In other words, U (x, E) is uniformly close to U0 (x), 
except near x = 1, where there is a boundary layer of width O(E) 
(= O((E’)“‘)) if U0 (1) #B, while U’ (x, E) is uniformly close to U;.(x), 
except near x = 0 (if Ub (0) # C) and x = 1. We wish now to test the 
stability of U by introducing the perturbation w(x, t, E) := u(x, t, E) - 
U (x, E) and noting that u’ is the solution of the problem 
w, - w + w., = &2wx.,,y 
w(0, t, E) = w,(O, t, E) = w( 1, t, E) = 0. 
A candidate for a barrier function of (81) is then 
Mx, 4 ~1 := II$ll, expC4.x - 1 )I expC -at1 
(W 
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(cf. (2.2)), where 1 and (T are positive constants to be determined. For any 
smooth function v satisfying Iv( Q M(x, t, E) we see that 
L[Q] :=Q,-v+a.-E2Q,,, 
3 M(x, t, &)[I -0 - 1 + 1” - &2JW3], 
and since E is very small, we know that the cubic equation 
~~1~-1+1+S=O has a positive solution i-1+6 as E+O+, for 6 a 
positive constant. This is our choice for i in the definition of M, and if we 
then set 0 := 6, we have finally that L[sZ] > M(x, t, s)[ -6 + S] = 0. In a 
similar manner, it follows that for these choices of 1 and (T 
-L[o] > M(x, t, &)[ -E2A3 - CJ - 1 + A]= 0. 
Thus o (:= -M) and 52 (:=M) satisfy the differential nequalities in(iv) of 
Definition 2.1, and since they also satisfy (i)-(iii) there, provided 
I44 0, 8) - u lx, &)I < ll~ll3c e-‘., we conclude from Theorem 2.1 that as 
E-O+ 
IW(X t, &)I = Id.7 f, E) - u (4 &)I < M(X, 6 E) 
d lhll, exp[-W in [0, l] x [0, co). 
In other words, the steady solution U is uniformly asymptotically stable 
with respect o all initial disturbances as E + O+. 
The next example shows the influence of a second-derivative term, 
namely 
U, + TU + /3U, + OX,, = E2U,,,, (x, t) in (0, 1) x (0, co), 
~(0, t) = A, u,(O, t) = C, u( 1, t) = B, 
WI 
where tl, /?, and 7 are constants. Let us assume that the corresponding 
steady problem has a solution lJ = lJ (x, E) as E + O+. [A precise descrip- 
tion of U can be found in [7, Chap. 31, for example. Here we are interested 
more in the stability ofsuch a steady state than in its asymptotic form.] 
Case 1. B > 0, c1> 0. As in (El) we test the stability ofU by passing to 
the problem 
w, + ?w + pw, + LYw,,y = E2W Txx) 
w(0, t, E) = w,(O, t, E) = w( 1, t, E) = 0, 
for the perturbation w := u - U. If we seek a barrier function in the form 
Mb, 6 &I:= ll$ll, expCW- 1)l expC-atl, 2 > 0, c7 > 0, 
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then we find by arguing as in (El) that i. must be a solution of the cubic 
equation /I,? + ccJ’- ~~3.~ = 1, for 1 a positive constant such that 1> in. 
As &+O+, j. is found as the solution of the quadratic equation 
~1.~ + pi - I= 0, that is, 
This is the value of i. we use in our definition of M, and if we next set 
0 := I- Iq, we find that A4 is indeed a barrier function for (E2), provided 
t”d’“? 9’&)I G 11~11 x e -‘. Theorem 2.1 allows us to conclude that in [0, l] x 
,a 
Iw(x, t, &)I = I+, t, &I- U(x, &)I G llkd, ew-otl, (3.1) 
that is, U is uniformly asymptotically stable, and the presence of the term 
au,, 9 GI > 0, has no effect on the stability ofa steady state. 
Case 2. /I > 0, c( < 0. Proceeding as in Case 1, we find that the coef- 
ficient L must be a solution of the same quadratic equation a;+’ + fii - I= 0 
in the limit E -+ Of. However, since a is negative, we must now restrict (a( 
so that the discriminant of this equation is nonnegative; to wit, 
a 3 -/3*/(41). 
Thus, for - /I*/(41) 6 a < 0, we take 
and (T :=I- 111, and deduce the estimate (3.1) from Theorem 2.1. If Ial is 
too large, that is, if a < - /12/(4/), then the above procedure breaks down. 
In this case one sees that the steady state U (x, E) does not exist as E + O’, 
since the reduced problem ?!JO + a Ub + a UG = 0, U. (0) = A, U. (1) = B, 
has no (real) solution. 
Our final example concerns a problem in which the coefficient of the first 
derivative is negative, namely 
u, + 7u - u., + au,, = &2UY.v.r, (x,t)in(O,l)x(O,~), 
u(0, t) = A, u,(O, t) = c, u( 1, t) = B, (E3) 
where a is a nonzero constant. At first glance it appears that our method 
is inapplicable since the coefficient ofU, is negative. However, we can rec- 
tify the situation by making a change of dependent variable that converts 
the differential equation into an equivalent one in which the coefficient of
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the first derivative is positive. The corresponding problem for a perturba- 
tion w := 24 - u (x, E) is 
U’, + iiv - w, + aw,, = E2W.,,,, 
w(0, t, E) = M’,(O, t, E) = w( 1, I, E) = 0, 
and we set w(x, t, E) := u(x, t, s)eYY, for y a constant to be determined. A
little algebra shows that v is the solution of 
0, + (9+ ay* - y - E2Y3)U + (2ya - 1 - 3&2y2)u, + (a - 3&2Y)U.,, = &%,,,, 
v(0, t, E) = u,(O, t, F) = ?I( 1, t, F) = 0. 073) 
Case 1. rx > 0. If we choose y := c(- ’ ( >O), then for sufficiently small 
values of E, the coefftcient ofu, is indeed positive and we can proceed as 
in (E2). In order to simplify the notation, let us set CI, := c( - 3s2y - c( > 0, 
/!I1 :=2ay - 1 - 3&2$ - 2cly - 1 = 1, and 1, := I+ ay* - y - a2y3 - 1 Then the 
results of Case 1 for (E2) tell us that (cf. (3.1)) for (x, t) in [0, l] x [0, co) 
the solution of $3) satisfies 
14x, 4~)I~ll$ll, ev-atl (3.2) 
for 0 := I- II,1 with I> 111. We conclude that the original perturbation 
w = l;eYX satisfies 
14x, t, E)l = 1244 6 81-U (4 &)I < II$ll, e’exp[--otl. (3.3) 
that is, the steady solution U of (E3) is uniformly asymptotically stable as 
E-O+. 
Case 2. c( < 0. Here we again set y := CI- ’ ( CO), thus making 
fii-Zay-l=l. Since ol,-cc<0 and I,-?; we proceed as in Case2 for 
(E2) and note that for a> -l/(41), l> lq, the estimates (3.2) and (3.3) 
(with y replaced by / y J ) obtain under this restriction the size of 1 al. 
Thus the presence of a second-derivative t rm guarantees the asymptotic 
stability of a steady state, irrespective of the sign of the first-derivative 
term, under certain circumstances. Armed with the insight gained from 
these examples we consider now the general problem (1.1). 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
Let us consider first he initial-boundary value problem in n := (0, 1) x 
(0, a): 
u, +A4 u) + g(4 u)u, = E?U..,, (x, t) in I7, 
4x, 0, El = d(x), x in [0, 11, (4.1) 
U(0, t, E) = ~4, U,(o, t, E) = c, u( 1, t, E) = B, t in [0, co). 
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Suppose that the corresponding steady problem has a smooth solution 
lJ=lJ(x,(-:) as i:-+O+ whose stability we want to test. Introducing the 
perturbation W(S, 1, E) := ZI(S, t, C) ~ U (I, C) into (4.1 ) then gives us the 
problem 
IV, + F(x, It’, c)+ g(x. u + w)w, = C2Wrr,, 
w(x, 0, E) = $(x, c), (4.2) 
W(O,t,E)=M’~(O,f,E)=w(1,t,C)=0, 
where F(x, W, E) :=.f(x, U (x, E) + W) -f(x, IJ (x, a)) + [g(x, U (x, E) + W) 
- g(4 u (4 &))I . u, (x9 6). 
Guided by the examples in Section 3 we make the following two assump- 
tions: 
(Hl ) There exists a positive constant f such that 
IQ& u’, &)I dlwl for (x, w, F) in 9, 
where 9 := [0, 11 x [ - iit+ll~,, ilt+I~ ,] x (0, ~“1, with .sO a positive constant; 
(H2) There exists a positive constant k such that 
g(x, u (x, E) + u,) 3 k > 0 for (x, u’, E) in 9, 
Before stating the first result, let us consider the content of these assump- 
tions. Assumption (H2) is the basic restriction imposed on us by the com- 
parison theorem, Theorem 2.1, but assumption (Hl ) can be quite restric- 
tive if the function g depends on U. To see this, recall that F(x, w, E) = 
f(x,U+~)-f(~,U)+Cg(x,U+w)-g(x,U)lU.~, and since U., can be 
large (of order O(.C I)), the function F(x, w, E) can also be of order 
0( 1wI E ‘) at places in [0, 11, in violation of (Hl). On the other hand, if 
g = g(x), then (Hl) is essentially no restriction at all, because of the 
assumed smoothness of .f(x, u). Thus, in all fairness, we should say that the 
first result below is really concerned with the simple case when the steady 
state under study does not exhibit boundary layer behavior, if g does 
depend on u. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that the perturbation Ic/ is sufficiently small so 
that assumptions (H 1) and (H2) obtain. Then the steady solution U of (4.1) 
is asymptotically stable, uniformly in x, with respect to initial perturbations 
w(x,O,~)suchthat Iw(x,O,&)I~ee”II~)/,,for~-l/kas&-*O+,withI>? 
a positive constant. In particular, for (x, t) in I7 we have that 
lw(x, 4 &)I = 14-G 4 &J-U (x, &)I 
GII$II, ev--ofI, where CJ :=I-f>O. 
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Proof: Despite the nonlinearity of problem (4.2) the proof of this result 
is really only a repetition of the arguments in the last section, thanks to the 
differential nequality approach. We select as a candidate for a barrier func- 
tion of (4.2) the function 
Wx, 6 E) := II$ll, expC4- 111 expC-otl, 
where A-l/k as E+O+ is a positive solution of the cubic equation 
?A3 - k2 + f = 0. In order to verify that o := -A4 and Q := M form a 
bounding pair, we need only verify that these functions satisfy the 
appropriate differential inequalities. To this end, let v = v(x, t) be any 
smooth function such that lvl GM. Then we see that 
and 
N[n] := Q, + F(X, V, E) + g(X, u + V) Q, -E2f&xk 
= -~7li!f+~(X,V,&)+g(X,U+V)~~-E~;1~kf 
>M[-a-7+kl-&2i3] 
=M[-a+/-T] 
=o 
-N[W] = -&2;13hf-fS~--(X, V, E) + g(X, u + V) hi’i 
>hf[-~*l~-(~--+kA] 
= M[I-T-a] 
= 0. 
by virtue of (Hl ), (H2), and the definitions ofA and 0. The conclusion ow 
follows from Theorem 2.1. 
In order to illustrate his result consider the following problem that 
governs the flow of a thin liquid film of height u = u(x, t) (cf. [S]), 
U, + (1 + IZf)U, - E(U + U’) = E2U,,,, O<x<l, t>o, 
do, t, E) = uo, u,(o, f, E) = s, u(l, r, E) = uo, 
(E4) 
where lJO and r are positive constants and s is an arbitrary constant. 
The corresponding steady problem has a smooth solution U = U (x, E) as 
e-o+ satisfying the estimates 
u (X,E)=UO+O(ESexpC-(1+rUo)x/&l)+O(&) 
and 
u., (4 E) = o(S eXP[ - (1 + r uo) X/E]) + O(E) (=0(l)) 
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in [0, 11; cf. [S]. We see immediately from Theorem 4.1 that U is indeed 
uniformly asymptotically stable, since assumptions (Hl ) and (H2) obtain. 
As mentioned earlier assumption (Hl) effectively rules out of considera- 
tion steady-state solutions having a boundary layer at x = 1 or an interior 
shock layer at a point in (0, 1 ), in the case when g(x, U + M.) - g(.u, IJ) # 0 
there. However, such steady states do, of course, exist, and so we require 
a means of establishing their stability as well. In order to develop some 
intuition about such problems, let us consider the example 
u, - 2uu, = c2u.,K.r, o<.u< 1, t>o, 
u(0, r,&)= -2, u.,(O, t,&)= 1, U(1, t,&)= -1 
(E5) 
The associated steady problem has a solution l,j = U (x, E) with a boundary 
layer at x= 1 (cf. [IS]); to wit, 
IJ (x,E)= -2+0(&y-‘exp[-yx/s])+U(exp[-y(l-x)/e]) 
and 
U~(X,&)=O(exP[-yx/E])+O(E ‘Yexp[-y(f -X)/s]) 
in [0, l] as s-+0+, for y a constant in (0,21’2]. Near x= 1, U.(X,E)= 
O(E-‘) is positive and very large, and so assumption (Hl) does not obtain 
here. We note though that to the left of x = 1, u., is bounded uniformly, 
and so the reasoning behind Theorem 4.1 applies and allows us to bound 
a sufficiently small perturbation w by an exponentially decaying (in time) 
barrier function. Thus we must focus on the boundary layer region near 
x = 1. The problem governing the perturbation there can be written in the 
form 
12’,- [(U + w)‘- u2].1 =e2w,,,, 1 -b<x< 1, t>o, 
W(X, 0, E) = I,b(X, E), W( 1, 2, E) = 0. 
(W 
Now the idea behind constructing a barrier function for (E5) is to note that 
the related problem 
E’wy.x= -[(u+ W)‘-U’]=:h(x, W,E), l-6<x<l, 
w(ls E) > !$(I, E)i 
(4.3) 
has a smooth positive solution W= W(x, E) as E -+ 0 +, with W,(x, E) > 0, 
since h(x, 0, F) = 0 and (S/d W)(x, 0, E) = -2 U (x, E) > 0; cf., for example, 
[S]. (Just how much larger than Iti( 1, E)( W(l, E) must be will be deter- 
mined below.) We claim that 
M(x, 2, E) := W(x, E) exp[Ix] exp[ -tit], 
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for appropriately chosen constants X < 0 and 6 > 0, is a barrier function for 
(E5) near x = 1. To verify this we will only show that Q(x, t, E) := 
M(x, t, E) satisfies the required differential inequality near x = 1, as the 
demonstration that o := -A4 satisfies the required differential inequality is 
similar. Differentiating and substituting give us then for p a constant, 
IPI d 1, 
fTQ1 := Q, - 2uu + PWM.Y + U.&W -E2Q2:.rr 
= -all!-2 u M,-Z/MM.,-2p U,M 
- [.s*W~~.~~~ + 3~~2 W,r, + 3,s2;i2 W, + &2X3 W] exp[Xx] exp[ - 6t] 
= -ofw-2 u M,-2pMM,-2yU,M 
+ [(U+ W)‘-U21,~exp[Xxl exp[-ofI 
- [3c2XWx,+ ~E*J.~W,~+ &*X3W] exp[Ax] exp[ -at], 
where we have used the relation e* W,,, = -[(u + W]’ - U21J from (4.3). 
First of all, we see that 
-2u Mr-2PMK-2P UrM 
+ [2 U W+ W’], exp[Xx] exp[ -6t] 
={-2iJ(W,+AW)-2/.~W(W,+AW)exp[lx]exp[-8t] 
-2pUu.W+2U, W+2U W,+2WW.,}exp[ix]exp[-at] 
={-2JU w+2(1-p) WW,+2(1-/L)U, w 
- 2ArpW* exp[Xx] exp[ -6t]} exp[Xx] exp[ --et] 
> ( -21 U W+ 21 W* exp[Ax] exp[ -at] > exp[Ax] exp[ -Cl], 
since (~1 < 1, u, > 0, and W, > 0. Thus if we replace E* W,, by its value 
-2 IJ W- W2 from (4.3), we can continue with the inequality 
P[Q] 2 { -OW- 2X IJ W+ 2XW2 exp[Xx] exp[ -6t] 
+ 6i U W + 3;i W* - 3&*X* W, - &*A3 W} exp[Xx] exp[ -at] 
>{--~~+(~U+~W)X--E~A~-E*X~} Wexp[Xx]exp[-Ct], 
for r := 3Qmax / W,l/min W) a positive constant. Now in the boundary 
layer, U - -1 and so for 1111/11, sufficiently small, we choose (at last! ) 
J- -l/(4-5 lI$ll,) as the negative solution of the cubic equation 
s2x3 + srX2 + (4 - 5 [I$11 ,)A + I= 0, for I any positive constant, and 6 := 1. 
We conclude that P[Q] > 0 in the boundary layer at x = 1, that is, Q is an 
upper solution, provided W( 1,s) > ($( 1, &)I e -‘. Similarly one can show 
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that tr) := -M is a lower solution, and so Theorem 2.1 tells us that the 
steady solution U of (E5) is indeed asymptotically stable, uniformly in s. 
with respect to all suffkiently small initial perturbations. We hasten to note 
that use was made of the crucial fact that IJ, > 0 inside the layer. 
Guided by this example we can establish a result on the asymptotic 
stability of steady solutions of the problem 
u, +.f(.u, u) + g(u)u,. = &%,,,, (x, t) in I7, 
44 0, E) = d(-u), x in [0, 11, (4.4) 
~(0, t, E) = A, u.,(O, t, E) = C, a( 1, f, E) = B, t in [0, z)), 
that have a boundary layer at x = 1. To be precise, assume there exists a 
smooth solution U = U (x, E) of the corresponding steady problem such 
that UT (x, E) is O(K ‘) and positive for x near 1, while U ‘; (x, E) = O(1) 
away from x = 1, as E -+ 0 +. Assume also that g is positive and of class Cr4’ 
and that g,(u) < 0, for all u of interest. 
For x away from x = 1 the reasoning used in Theorem 4.1 applies and so 
we only have to establish the stability of U in the boundary layer at x = 1. 
The idea is to construct a barrier function near x = 1 of the form employed 
in the discussion of (E5), namely 
M(x, 2, E) := W(x, E) exp[A”x] exp[ -at], 
where W is a positive solution of the problem (cf. (4.3)) 
E’W,r=G(u+ WI-G(U), I-6<x<l, 
Wl, E)% ll$ll,, 
(4.5) 
for G an antiderivative of g, and where I< 0 and 8 > 0 are appropriate 
constants. Before stating the stability result for (4.4), Theorem 4.2, we state 
and prove two lemmas needed in the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a positive constant K such that for all values of 
p in C-1, l] and (x, t) in [l -6, l] x [0, CD), 
Q(x, t, 6) :=g(U +pWexp[Xx] exp[-ot]) 
x [U- + W, exp[Xx] exp[ -c?t]] 
-g(U) ur- MU+ wu.r+ w 
-g(U) U,l evCXx1 evC-etl 
> -KW’(IW,+U.(exp[Xx]exp[-et]), (4.6) 
where U is the steady solution under study (with IJr > 0) and W is the solu- 
tion of (4.5) (with W, > 0), provided W is sufficiently small. 
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Proof: Taylor’s theorem tells us that 
AU +pwexpCXxl expC-atI) 
=g(U)+g,OJ)~WexpC~xlexpC-atI 
+ $g,,(U) p2 W2 exp[2Xx] exp[ -2&l + 0( W3) 
and 
(4.7) 
s(U+ w)=g(u)+g,(u)w+~g,,(u)w2+o(w3). 
Consequently we see that 
(2(x, t, E)= kg(U) U,+g(U)W,exp[Xxl expC-6tl 
+ g,(U) P U, WexpCXxl exp[ -6tl 
+ g,(u) p WW, exp[2Ax] exp[ -2ot] 
+ +g,,(u) p2 u., W2 exp[ZXx] exp[ -25t] 
+fg,,(U)~2W2WXexp[3ix]exp[-3cTt] 
+ O( W’(U Y + W., exp[Xx] exp[ -et])) 
*g(U) U.exp[Axl exp[-611 
-g(U)W,expCllxlexpC-of1 
-g,(U) U,WexpCXxl expC-at1 
-g,(U) WW,exp[Ax] exp[-at] 
- $g,Ju) u, W’exp[Xx] exp[ -at] 
-~g,,(U)W’W,exp[;ix]exp[-c?t] 
+ O( W3(LJ, + W.,) exp[Xx] exp[ -5t]) 
3 -g,(U)(l -PL) WU,+ K)expC~xl expC-ctl 
-kAJN1 -P’) W2(Uy+ K)expCXxl expC-atI 
+ O( w3 . .) 
3 - KW2( U, + W,) exp[Xx] exp[ - at], 
forK:=~maxIg,,(U)I+~maxIg,,,j.I(II/II,,since g,<Oand Ipl<l. 
LEMMA 4.2. For all values ofp in [-l,l] and (x,t) in [1-6,11x 
[0, cc, ) we hoe that 
g(U+~WexpCXxlexpC-~tl)W-3CG(U+ W)-G(U)1 
d -&T(U) w+ O( W’), (4.8) 
provided W is sufficiently small. 
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Proqf: Again Taylor’s theorem tells us that 
GCU+ CV)-GG(U)=G,,(U)W+~G,,,,(U)W' 
+ ;G,,,,,(U) W3 + O( @'"I 
=x(U) Wf &L(U) w* 
+ ts,,,,uJ 1 w' + O( W")> 
which together with (4.7) implies that for sufficiently small W 
3[G(U+ W)-G(U)]-g(U+pWexp[ETx]exp[-6t])W 
=Muw+kww2 
+ ;s,,(u) w’-g(U) w 
-g,(U)pW*exp[Xx]exp[-Ct] 
- $g,,,(U) p* W’ exp[2;lx] exp[ -2&l+ 0( W”) 
~2g(U)W+~g,(U)W2+O(W3), giving us (4.8). 
We now state and prove a stability result for the problem (4.4). 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that the perturbation Ic/ is sufficiently small so 
that assumption (Hl) obtains for x in [0, 1 -S]. Assume also that g(u) >O 
and g,(u) < 0 for all u of interest. Then the steady solution l,J of (4.4) (with 
U, > 0 and IJ )i = O(E ‘) in [ 1 - 6, 11) is asymptotically stable, uniformly in 
x, with respect o all sqfficiently small initial perturbations. 
ProoJ: The proof reduces to constructing a barrier function for the 
perturbation problem in ( 1 - 6, 1) x (0, co ): 
w,+f(x, U+~+~)-.fk U)+ CG(U+~)-G(U)I,=E*W,,, 
w(x, 0, E) = $(x, E), w( 1, t, E) = 0. 
To this end, we set 
M(x, t, E) := W(x, E) exp[;ix] exp[ --&I, 
where W is a positive solution of (4.5) with W, > 0 and ,! < 0, 0 > 0 are 
constants to be determined. It is enough to verify that L? := M satisfies the 
required differential inequality. Differentiating and substituting give us then 
for I,UI < 1 
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2 -CM-jlM+g(U+@f)[U.+(W,+XW)exp[;lx]exp[-at]] 
-g(U)U. 
- AU + WU.x + W,) edAx expC-~fl 
+ dU)U, w&W ev-ctl 
- (3&*2W,,+ 3.52X2W,+~2X3W) exp[Lx] exp[ -5t] 
(where lafl& ~7) 
2 -cSM-TM-KW(I W.,+UI-I)M 
+g(U+pM)dM-3l[G(U+ W)-G(U)]exp[Xx]exp[-at] 
- 3&*A* W, exp[Ax] exp[ -fYt] - s2f3A4 
(after using (4.6) and the fact that E* W,,x = G(lJ + W) - G(U)) 
> -CM-TM-KW(I w,+u.,I)M 
+(-2g(U)+NW)XM 
- 3&*X* W, exp[Ax] exp[ -f?t] - s2X3M 
(after using (4.8) with N the positive constant associated with the order 
symbol in (4.8)) 
for k:=min{2g(lJ(x,~)):1--6~xd1}-N~(~~~,>0 and r:=3~. 
(max I W,l /min W) > 0. Finally, we choose X < 0 as a solution of the cubic 
equation .s2x3 + &r12 + kX + k= 0, that is, 1 N --Ilk as E + O+, for I a positive 
constant such that I >I+ L, with L := Kmax{ W(x, E)( W,(x, E) + 
lJV(x,~)):1--66x61}, and we choose C:=l-(T+L)>O. Then we see 
that 
which is the desired inequality. It follows in the same manner that 
w := -A4 satisfies the proper differential inequality, that is, A4 is indeed a 
barrier function in the boundary layer, and the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 
is established. 
In the related situation where U, < 0 in the boundary layer at x = 1, we 
can prove the companion result to Theorem 4.2 by assuming that g (of 
class Cc4’) satisfies g(u) > 0 and g,(u) > 0 for all u of interest. This follows 
by making the appropriate changes in the proofs of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. 
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As an illustration of Theorem 4.2 consider another problem that governs 
the flow of a thin liquid film (cf. [S]): 
u,+6(24- 1)+(4-u’)u,=c’u,,,, o<x< 1, I>O, 
u(0, t,t;)= 1, U,(O, 1,e)=O, U(1, t,tl)=$ 
(E6) 
The steady problem has a solution U = U (x, c) as E -+ 0 + with a boundary 
layer at x = 1, that is, for x in [0, 1 ] 
and 
U (x, E) = I + 0(exp[ -m( 1 -X)/F]) 
u., (4 El = WE ’ exp[ -m( 1 -X)/E]) 
for m := 7”*/2; cf. [S]. In a neighborhood of IJ, g(u)>0 and 
g,(u) = -2 < 0, for g(u) := 4 - 24*, and so Theorem 4.2 tells us that this 
steady solution of (E6) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
We close this section and the paper by noting that it is just as 
straightforward to provide sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability 
of steady solutions of the more general differential equation U, +f(x, U) + 
g(x, u)u, + 4% u)u,, = &*u,,, in (0, 1) x (0, 30), both in the case when g is 
positively bounded away from zero and in the case when h does not vanish. 
One simply uses changes of dependent variable as illustrated in Section 3 
to reduce this general equation to a form suitable for treatment by the 
methods of this section. 
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